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Abstract—With attractive advantages like high density and
low leakage, Spin-Transfer Torque Magnetoresistive RAM (STT-
MRAM) is a promising candidate to replace conventional SRAM
technology to build large-size and low-power on-chip caches.
Multi-level cell (MLC) STT-MRAM, with a higher density,
further improves the on-chip cache capacity for chip multipro-
cessor (CMP) systems. However, the notorious high write energy
impedes the adoption of MLC STT-MRAM. In this paper, we
focus on minimizing the energy consumption during MLC STT-
MRAM write operations. Based on the strong dependency of
write energy on data values, a dynamic encoding technique is
proposed to map the most frequently appearing data patterns
to the most energy-efficient resistance states at runtime. Our
experimental results show that, compared with the existing static
data mapping scheme, our technique reduces write energy by
12.4% on average and up to 25.4% for a typical MLC STT-
MRAM cache.

I. INTRODUCTION

In conventional computer architecture design, SRAM and
DRAM are the common memory embodiments at the different
levels in the memory hierarchy. The importance of the memory
architecture increases with the advances in microprocessor
performance, especially in many-cores. As technology scales,
increasing leakage power dissipation and significant degrada-
tion of the reliability of SRAM and DRAM are of increasing
concern. In recent years, we have seen a lot of effort to
address the research and development of some emerging non-
volatile memory (NVM) technologies, e.g., Phase-Change
RAM (PCRAM) and Magnetoresistive RAM (MRAM) [1] [2].
By combining the speed of SRAM, the density of DRAM,
and the non-volatility of flash memory, these emerging NVM
technologies have a great potential to be the universal mem-
ories of the future. As all the NVM technology advances
recently, it is anticipated that the emerging NVM technologies
will break important ground and move closer to the market in
the near future. As such emerging memory technologies are
maturing, it is important for computer architecture designers
to understand their pros and cons for improving the perfor-
mance/power/reliability of future many-core systems.

Among all emerging memory technologies, spin-transfer
torque MRAM (STT-MRAM) has been identified as the best
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cache memory candidate to replace the conventional SRAM,
because it has SRAM comparable read performance, higher
density (3–4 times denser than conventional SRAM), zero
standby leakage, better scalability and good CMOS compat-
ibility [3]. For example, recently Toshiba has developed a
prototype STT-MRAM memory used as the last-level cache for
mobile CPU [4]. IBM also studied the usage of STT-MRAM
as the last-level cache for server processors [5], indicating
that it has the potential to surpass the power efficiency of
SRAM-based cache memory. However, STT-MRAM suffers
from high write energy, consuming 6–14 times more energy in
each write access than DRAM [5]. To overcome this drawback,
various techniques have been proposed at both architecture
level [2] and circuit level [6]. Recently, multi-level cell (MLC)
technology has been studied to enhance the density advantage
of STT-MRAM [7] [8] [9], and constructing MLC STT-
MRAM based cache is helpful to meet the demand for larger
cache in chip multiprocessors (CMPs) [10]. However, MLC
STT-MRAM deteriorates the disadvantage of STT-MRAM,
i.e. high write energy [7]. The write performance and energy
consumption are even worse in MLC STT-MRAM since a
more complex write scheme is applied, in which two write
iterations are required to finish one write operation [9].

The focus of this paper is to improve write energy efficiency
of MLC STT-MRAM cache, based on the fact that the energy
consumption of state transitions in MLC STT-MRAM has a
strong value-dependency. Chen et al. have shown that the write
energy consumption can differ by as much as 27.5% among
different mappings between resistance states and logic states in
a 16MB 4-level STT-MRAM cache [10]. Based on the statis-
tics of write data among numerous applications, they suggest
the optimal data-resistance encoding of the total A4

4 = 24
static mapping schemes. However, this fixed encoding may
not be a good choice for a specific application, and cannot
capture the variation of write data even within one workload.
In this paper, we propose a dynamic data-resistance encoding
technique, which determines how to map at runtime. For each
cacheline write, this method maps more frequent logic states
of data values to more energy-efficient resistance states, so it
demonstrates more flexibility and energy-efficiency than static
encoding. This paper makes the following three contributions:

• Based on the fact that writing MLC STT-MRAM has
significant value-dependency, the write energy consumed
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by every resistance state transition is summarized. More-
over, energy-efficient states and energy-inefficient states
are defined and distinguished.

• A dynamic data-resistance encoding algorithm is pro-
posed for MLC STT-MRAM cache. Compared with
the conventional static encoding scheme, it is more
application-specific and can further reduce write energy
consumption.

• We provide an architectural solution for the encoder and
the decoder design in MLC STT-MRAM cache banks.
The hardware overhead is also analyzed.

II. BACKGROUND

STT-MRAM is a new generation of MRAM and possesses
the advantages of lower power consumption and better scala-
bility over conventional MRAM by using spin-transfer torque
to switch memory states.
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Fig. 1. 1T1J SLC STT-MRAM cell structure and serial and parallel MLC
MTJ structures.

A. SLC STT-MRAM

Fig. 1(a) shows the conventional one-transistor-one-MTJ (or
1T1J) single-level cell (SLC) structure, in which an MTJ,
i.e. magnetic tunnel junction, is the key component storing
the bit information and a transistor is used to select the
MTJ by turning on the word line. An MTJ consists of
two ferromagnetic layers and one oxide barrier layer (e.g.
MgO) that separates them. The magnetization direction of one
ferromagnetic layer (reference layer) is fixed, while that of
the other ferromagnetic layer (free layer) can be changed by
applying a large enough spin polarized current through the
MTJ, either in parallel or anti-parallel with the fixed direction
of the reference layer. “Parallel” indicates the MTJ in a low
resistance state (RL); in contrast, “anti-parallel” means a high
resistance state (RH ). Tunneling magneto resistance (TMR)
ratio, defined as (RH−RL)/RL, is one major criterion which
determines the difficulty to differentiate two resistance states.
Thus in cell design a high TMR ratio is desired. Switching
current density is another major criterion, and a small one
indicates low write power consumption of a cell.

B. MLC STT-MRAM

To enhance the density of STT-MRAM, MLC technology
stores multiple bits of information in a single cell and has been
employed in other types of NVM such as flash memory [11],
ReRAM [12], and PCRAM [13]. With the overdriving scheme,

MLC STT-MRAM can achieve 2× the density of SLC STT-
MRAM with 1.43× area [10].

There are two types of MLC design, serial and parallel [7].
A 2-bit (or 4-level) serial MLC has two MTJs vertically
stacked with different sizes (Fig. 1(b)), in which four resis-
tance levels can be achieved under different magnetization
configurations of two free layers. The second design, a 2-bit
parallel MLC, possesses a single MTJ with a two-domain free
layer (Fig. 1(c)), in which four resistance levels can be formed
by combining each state of hard domain and soft domain.
Serial MLC is easier to be fabricated, while parallel MLC
requires relatively smaller switching current density and owns
higher TMR ratio. Serial MLC STT-MRAM with successful
read and write operations have been developed [8] [14]. For
parallel MLC STT-MRAM, optimized access scheme has been
investigated by Chen et al. [9]. Furthermore, using it to build
on-chip cache has been studied recently [10]. In this paper,
we focus on the energy-efficient parallel MLC STT-MRAM.

C. Read and Write Operations of MLC STT-MRAM

In parallel MLC (Fig. 1(c)), the write current passes through
both the hard domain and the soft domain in the free layer at
runtime. However, the hard domain requires a larger switching
current than the soft domain. Therefore, if a small write current
is applied, only the soft domain may switch; if the write
current is large enough, both domains will switch. By encoding
the low resistance state as “0” and the high resistance state as
“1”, in a 2-bit cell, there are four different levels: “00”, “01”,
“10”, and “11”, where the most significant bit (MSB) stores
the bit that is harder to flip (the state of the hard domain), and
the least significant bit (LSB) denotes the one easier to switch
(the state of the soft domain).
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Fig. 2. (a) two-step “binary-search” read [9]; (b) switching currents for
parallel MLC STT-MRAM state transitions at 45 nm technology node [10].

In a read operation of a 2-bit cell, a two-step “binary search”
technique has been studied [8] [9]. As shown in Fig. 2(a), three
resistance (or voltage) references and two comparisons are
needed. The sense amplifier first reads out MSB by comparing
the cell state with Ref0, and then LSB is determined by the
comparison result with Ref1 or Ref2. It is reported that MLC
has 1.5 times the read latency of SLC due to the two-step
operation [9].

The write operation of a 2-bit cell is more complex. Fig. 2(b)
demonstrates the switching currents required for state transi-
tions, in which the sign of the current value (in µA) denotes its
direction (“positive” means from the free layer to the reference
layer). It is obvious that changing states or writing data has



significantly value-dependent energy consumption, classified
by the following four categories:

• A: Neither bit is changed. No write current is required.
• B: Only LSB is flipped, i.e. “00”↔“01” and “10”↔“11”.

In this case only a small write current is used.
• C: MSB is switched and in the new value MSB and

LSB are the same, i.e. “11”(or “10”)→“00” and “00”(or
“01”)→“11”. In this case, a large write current is required
to flip MSB.

• D: MSB is flipped and in the new value MSB and
LSB are different, i.e. “00”(or “01”)→“10” and “11”(or
“10”)→“01”. This is the worst case in terms of both write
latency and energy since direct switch is infeasible and a
two-step write is needed. A large current is applied to flip
MSB before a small one is employed to process LSB.

In a simple write scheme based only on new data values,
to write “00” and “11” it takes one step with a large current,
and to obtain “01” and ”10” it takes two steps by applying
first a large current and then a small current. However, many
unnecessary state transitions are induced in this scheme. To
reduce them, a hybrid write scheme has been proposed [9].
A read operation is conducted first, and based on the values
of the original data and new data, the optimized type of write
operation is chosen according to Fig. 2(b). In case A if data
are not changed, early write termination (EWT) is applied [6]
to reduce the overhead of write operations. In cases B and C,
only one step is needed by applying either a small or large
current. In case D, two steps are unavoidable. In this paper,
we assume that the energy-efficient hybrid write scheme is
employed.

TABLE I
WRITE ENERGY OF EVERY STATE TRANSITION WITH HYBRID WRITE

SCHEME AT 45 nm TECHNOLOGY NODE (IN pJ )

To R00 R01 R10 R11From
R00 0 0.045 0.185 0.120
R01 0.021 0 0.194 0.128
R10 0.144 0.189 0 0.001
R11 0.164 0.209 0.065 0
Avg. 0.082 0.111 0.111 0.062

D. Write Energy Model and Data-Resistance Encoding

We calculate write energy of every state transition with
the hybrid write scheme in parallel MLC STT-MRAM at 45
nm technology node, based on the reported data [7] [9] and
assuming that 10 ns pulse duration is applied. The result
is shown in Table I. The last row is the average energy to
write each resistance state given that the possibilities of the
original state to be one of the four options are equal. Therefore,
we find that the resistance states “11” and “00” are more
energy-efficient in which “11” is the most energy-efficient
one, and “01” and “10” are both high energy consumption
states. By profiling write data in benchmarks, logic state “00”
contributes about 37% of the total write operations, which
indicates mapping logic data “L00” to resistance level “R11”
is a beneficial way for saving energy. The optimal encoding is
{L00 7→ R11, L01 7→ R10, L10 7→ R01, L11 7→ R00} [10].
However, their data-resistance encoding scheme is static, in

which the mapping is determined by the general write patterns
abstracted from a wide range of benchmarks. In this paper, we
propose a dynamic data-resistance encoding technique which
decides the mapping at runtime and turns out to be more
application-specific and energy-efficient.

III. DYNAMIC DATA-RESISTANCE ENCODING TECHNIQUE

In this section, we present our dynamic data-resistance
encoding technique for MLC STT-MRAM based cache. We
first introduce our encoding algorithm that aims to efficiently
reduce energy consumption in MLC STT-MRAM write oper-
ations. Furthermore, we show the encoder and decoder design
and also the hardware architecture of MLC STT-MRAM cache
bank.

A. Encoding Algorithm

Given a 64-byte cacheline, 256 2-bit cells in one bank are
activated all together for a write operation. There exists an
optimal data-resistance encoding solution that minimizes the
energy consumption of switching original data to new values
in a cacheline since we can enumerate the total 4! = 24
encoding schemes. However, to find the optimal one is too
costly to implement due to the limited on-chip resources. Our
encoding algorithm can efficiently reduce write energy with
minor overheads.

First, we define five terms for future discussion, including
three resistance states based on the write energy model (Table
I) and two logic states based on their frequencies in a cacheline
writing:

• MEES: the most energy-efficient resistance state, i. e.
“R11”;

• SEES: the second-most energy-efficient resistance state,
representing ‘R00”;

• LEESs: the two least energy-efficient resistance states,
including “R01” and “R10”;

• MFLS: the most frequent logic state when writing a
cacheline;

• SFLS: the second-most frequent logic state when writing
a cacheline.

The key idea of our encoding algorithm is to increase the
frequency of energy-efficient states (i. e. MEES and SEES)
and to decrease that of energy-inefficient states (LEESs) when
writing new data to a cacheline. In our algorithm, we ensure
that MFLS in new data is mapped to MEES, and SFLS
to SEES. Since the two LEESs have little difference in
energy consumption, we do not need to distinguish them when
mapping the other two logic states to them. Therefore, we have
A2

4 = 12 mapping types, and thus we need four additional bits
(that is, two 2-bit cells) to record the mapping type code for
each cacheline. We also avoid using energy-inefficient LEESs
in mapping type codes, so “0101”, “0110”, “1001” and “1010”
are excluded. The mapping type lookup table demonstrates the
encoding algorithm, as shown in Table II. The area overhead to
store the mapping type code in each cacheline is about 0.78%
of the area of MLC STT-MRAM arrays, given the cacheline
size being 64 bytes. Additionally, the storage overhead of the
mapping type lookup table is negligible.
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TABLE II
MAPPING TYPE LOOKUP TABLE

Mapping Mapping Mapping the other
Type MFLS to SFLS to two logic states
Code MEES SEES to LEESs
00 00 L007→ R11 L017→ R00 L107→ R01 L117→ R10
00 01 L007→ R11 L107→ R00 L017→ R01 L117→ R10
00 10 L007→ R11 L117→ R00 L017→ R01 L107→ R10
00 11 L017→ R11 L007→ R00 L107→ R01 L117→ R10
01 00 L017→ R11 L107→ R00 L007→ R01 L117→ R10
01 11 L017→ R11 L117→ R00 L007→ R01 L107→ R10
10 00 L107→ R11 L007→ R00 L017→ R01 L117→ R10
10 11 L107→ R11 L017→ R00 L007→ R01 L117→ R10
11 00 L107→ R11 L117→ R00 L007→ R01 L017→ R10
11 01 L117→ R11 L007→ R00 L017→ R01 L107→ R10
11 10 L117→ R11 L017→ R00 L007→ R01 L107→ R10
11 11 L117→ R11 L107→ R00 L007→ R01 L017→ R10

B. Encoder and Decoder Design

The data flows of the encoder and decoder are shown
in Fig. 3(a) and (b). To write data to a MLC STT-MRAM
cacheline, the original data are first stored in the write buffer.
Then the number of each 2-bit logic state in the original data is
counted by the encoder to determine which mapping type is se-
lected by searching the mapping type lookup table. At last the
data are encoded by parallel 2-bit 4-to-1 multiplexers (MUX)
whose modes are controlled by the mapping type code, before
they are written to the corresponding cacheline. For example,
if MFLS in the original data is “10” and SFLS is “00”, the
mapping type with code “1000” is chosen as the mapping type
lookup table indicates, and the data are encoded in accordance
with the rule: {L10 7→R11, L007→R00, L01 7→R01, L117→R10}.
Since we may choose different mapping types each time based
on data values, our data-resistance encoding is dynamic.

The data flow of the decoder is simpler, as Fig. 3(b) shows.
To read a MLC STT-MRAM cacheline, the data are just
decoded by parallel 4-to-1 multiplexers under the control of
its type code.

With additional components (the encoder and the decoder),
the MLC STT-MRAM cache bank architecture needs to be
modified, illustrated in Fig. 4. In a write operation, write
data must be encoded before enter the write driver; in a read
operation, data can be read out only after the decoding.
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Fig. 4. MLC STT-MRAM cache bank architecture with additional compo-
nents for data encoding and decoding.

C. Hardware Overhead

We evaluate the hardware overhead of the encoder and
decoder (shown in Fig. 3). Mishra and Akashe have designed
a high-performance and low-power 4-to-1 MUX by using the
CMOS transmission gate logic (TGL) in 45 nm technology,
which operates at up to 200 Gb/s with the power dissipation
of 1.887 nW and the area of 6.175 µm2 [15]. Based on
their reported data, we estimate that the encoder and the
decoder in our technique consume about 0.000012 pJ and
0.000010 pJ extra energy per cacheline access respectively.
The total area overhead is 0.007 mm2, which is negligible
to the area of MLC STT-MRAM arrays (it is reported that
a 45nm 64MB SLC STT-MRAM chip can have an area of
3.06 mm2 with device-architecture co-optimization [16]). The
encoding process would induce delay to the original write
latency. The decoding process is fairly simple and fast. Later,
our experimental results will show that the small extra delay
from the encoder and the decoder has insignificant impact on
overall performance.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

We used a pin-based multi-core x86 simulator, Sniper [17],
in our experiments. The core and memory configurations are



TABLE III
BASELINE CONFIGURATIONS IN THE SIMULATION

Processor 4-core CMP, x86, 2GHz, out-of-order, 4-issue,
128-entry reorder buffer

L1 cache private, 32KB I-L1 & 32KB D-L1 SRAM, LRU,
64B line, 4-way, 2-cycle access, write back

L2 cache private, 8MB MLC STT-MRAM, LRU, 64B line,
16-way, 5-cycle read, 37-cycle write, write back

Main memory 4GB DRAM, 300-cycle access latency,
1 channel, 1 rank, 8 banks, close-page
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summarized in Table III. We modeled a CMP with four 4-
issue, out-of-order cores running at 2GHz. Each core has
private 32KB I-L1 and 32KB D-L1 caches, which are 4-way
associative SRAM. Each core has an 8MB L2 cache, which is
16-way associative MLC STT-MRAM with asymmetric read
and write latencies. In addition, cacheline size is set to 64 bytes
and write-back policy is employed. The capacity of DRAM
main memory is 4GB in the simulation. There is one channel,
one rank and eight banks in the DRAM main memory, and
close-page policy is adopted.

We evaluated thirteen workloads from SPEC CPU2006
benchmarks [18] including both integer and floating point
applications. Four copies of each benchmarks were simul-
taneously executed on four cores in our simulations. For
each workload, we warmed up cache with the initial 10M
instructions and simulated the next 500M instructions. There
are different read and write access numbers across these work-
loads, as shown in Fig. 5. mcf , gromacs and xalancbmk can
be categorized as write-intensive applications, while bwaves,
libquantum and gobmk are read-intensive benchmarks.

V. EVALUATION

By dynamically mapping resistance and logic states, we
can predict that the ratios of energy efficient states (includ-
ing MEES and SEES) should increase compared with the
static encoding scheme [10]. Fig. 6 presents the result. As
expected, the increasing percentages vary a lot across different
applications, from 2.5% (zeusm) up to 25.2% (bwaves). The
average (gmean) is 11.5% among the thirteen workloads we
survey, with four above 15%, five between 8% and 15% and
four below 8%. Such dramatic variance comes from the great
dissimilarity of data that are written in those applications. In
lbm, libquantum, milc, and zeusmp, the ratios of energy-
efficient states are already as large as over 65%, and in most
write operations, L00 and L11 are the dominant proportion
of write data. In such cases, the dynamic encoding algorithm

would probably suggest the same mapping method as the static
encoding scheme does. Therefore, there is limited improve-
ment in these applications. In astar, bwaves, gemsFDTD
and bzip2, write data have varying patterns, and dynamic
encoding has the flexibility to handle such cases, and thus
shows better results than the static mapping.
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Fig. 7 shows write energy reduction by our dynamic data-
resistance encoding compared with the static scheme. From
Fig. 7, there is 12.4% on average (gmean) and up to 25.4%
(bwaves) decrease in total write energy consumption, which
is in accordance with the increase trend of the percentages of
energy-efficient states in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8 describes how dynamic encoding overwhelms the
static technique in write energy consumption over execution
time. During the execution process of astar, there are some
phases when the dynamic scheme is comparable to static (0%–
20%, 50%–65% and 85%–100%), and there are other phases
when the dynamic encoding displays its advantages over the
static scheme (20%–50% and 65%–85%). In the latter phases,
the write data patterns are more random; hence dynamic
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encoding can achieve more energy saving by optimizing the
data-resistance mapping at runtime.

We also evaluate how much the dynamic data-resistance
encoding technique affect overall performance, as shown in
Fig. 9. Due to the extra delay induced by the encoder and the
decoder, there is 2.3% on average and up to 4.6% degradation
in instructions per cycle (IPC) compared with the ideal case
in which there is no time overhead. From Fig. 7 and Fig. 9,
we can conclude that the dynamic data-resistance encoding
technique we propose can efficiently save write energy with
very limited negative effect on performance.

VI. RELATED WORK

Prior work [2] [5] used 3D-stacking to integrate SLC STT-
MRAM as on-chip cache, and compared STT-MRAM against
other memory technologies. To improve the density of STT-
MRAM, MLC has been studied as a feasible approach. Lou
et al. introduced two types of cell structural design, serial and
parallel [7]. Later, Ishigaki et al. announced a successful de-
velopment of serial MLC STT-MRAM and they also discussed
two-step read and write operations [8]. The access scheme of
MLC STT-MRAM was explored by Chen et al. and optimized
read and write schemes were proposed [9]. Recently, Aoki et
al. reported that a MLC STT-MRAM that consists of stacked
perpendicular MTJs was fabricated successfully with low-
voltage switching.

Chen et al. studied the use of MLC STT-MRAM to build
on-chip cache [10], in which they offered the issue of data-
resistance encoding with an optimal static mapping solution
and proposed a set remapping scheme to tackle the write
endurance problem in MLC STT-MRAM. Tanakamaru et al.
proposed asymmetric coding to improve memory-cell relia-
bility of MLC NAND flash by encoding the program data
to decrease “0→1” errors in lower pages and “1→0” errors
in upper pages [19]. Wang et al. proposed a MLC PCRAM
architecture using data encoding for energy-efficient write in
MLC PCRAM based main memory [20]. For 2-bit MLC
PCRAM, programming each state requires different current
and pulse duration, and thus has different energy consumption.
However, in MLC STT-MRAM, the data dependency of write
energy comes from state transitions. Therefore, there are
different write energy models between MLC PCRAM and
MLC STT-MRAM.

VII. CONCLUSION

Previous work has shown that STT-MRAM has great po-
tential to replace SRAM as future cache technology. MLC
STT-MRAM can provide even higher density than SLC STT-
MRAM, and is a promising technology to build large on-
chip caches in CMP systems. However, MLC STT-MRAM
suffers from high write energy because its write operations are
complex and require very large write currents. In this work, we
propose dynamic data-resistance encoding schemes to reduce
write energy in MLC STT-MRAM cache with limited degrada-
tion of overall performance. Compared with the optimal static
data-resistance encoding, this dynamic encoding scheme can
achieve 12.4% reduction in write energy consumption with
2.3% degradation of IPC on average.
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